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CHALLENGING NFCUS
(Continued from page 4)

tactical nuclear weapons now Speaking of the case for un
relied on by NATO. “Western daterai nuclear disarmament by

NFCUS REPLY
(Continued from page 2)

the opportunities for all people to strategy”, he claimed, “has made Britain, Dr Seton-Watson stated: government official distributed this publication to the Canadian 
continue a liberal education after jwo veiy serious errors — re- This would be a decision taken delegation of a major international body in Europe. In a letter to 
graduation. We have the respon- hance on a thermonuclear deter- tor purely military reasons, be- NFCUS he stated, ‘our delegation have commented that they have 
sibility to provide continuing rent, and reliance on the airplane cause Britain s contributions seen nothing so complete and well prepared from the youth organiz- 
education.” as an article of delivery of would be better in other areas tions in any other countries who have submitted such material.’

Dr. Ross, acting as moderator thermonuclear weapons. The argument is contused with “On the national scene in Canada the activities of NFCUS
of the panel, called for univer- He-pointed out that the Rus- an immensely distasteful moraliz- Speaj< for themselves. The Students’ Undergraduate Society at 
sities to raise their fees so that sians. are not dependant on ing fervor. The idea of sup- sjr George seems to have discovered only recently that education 
they approximate the real cost weaPOI?s> hut we are. eriority of possession nuclear ^as been w^hin the exclusive jurisdiction of the provinces since
of education. He said that the ls’ ® said* 18 wron(? and 11 18 weapons. confederation. NFCUS has always recognized this fact and has
tuition fees should be set at the *a VCT dangerous position. Dr. Seton-Watson also spoke sought to find a solution to the Canadian educational dilemma,
true figure in order to inform Dr. Gordon Kaplan, Depart- of the morally intolerable double where the problem is nation-wide but the power to solve it 
the public what the cost of a nient of Physiology, Dalhousie standard “of neutral Asian coun- js in the hands of the provinces. NFCUS is based on regional organ-
university education really is. University, stressed the necessity tries, who would not be able to izations and the Quebec region has been especially active in the
“For their own self respect, the for us to begin considering policy be neutral without the strength recent past in promoting equality of opportunity in education.

in terms cf “its effects on the of the Atlantic alliance.” He Provincial responsibility for education in no way argues against the 
The York University president whole species.’ The problem of concluded, “but let us not accept existence of a strong student federation; it did not in 1926 when 

described the present system of fallout according to him, is the any moral virtue in their posi- NFCUS was founded, and for the great majority of Canadian uni
student aid as “antiquated” and fault of the failure of the eus- don.’ versities it does not so argue today when the need for student unity
urged that all students admitted todians of public health and - is greater than ever,
to university have financial aid morality to consider policy in BflinSWickcill
relative to their needs. “No one this light.
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“The Students’ Undergraduate Society objects that NFCUS 
m . • « . », .. is not a ‘cohesive and unified body with one voice’ and then goes

should be barred from, or drop Mr. Kaplan felt it was neces- mw ana ,°™ stan meetin8 to" on to say that ‘the need for bringing student opinion to the attention
out of university because he sary “to make honest attempts n,8nt> of provincial governments can best be served not by a strong cen-
doesn’t have enough money,” he to understand the Russian point uaK Koom Ventre tralized federation but by cohesive provincial organizations which

of view. The Russian leaders,” lime: /;ju are associated with a national office.’ One statement flatly contra-
he stated, “are genuinely con- , , diets the other and the actions of Sir George contradict both. NFCUS
cemed at the possibility of pre- SOpu. EliQIHBOFS is cohesive and unified and speaks with one voice, until this unity 
emptive war.” is attacked as it now has been, until discordant voices are raised

puÎh nm ANn RHY THF as they now have been. And NFCUS is in effect, through its
omc vnn ccn di iv tuc dcct regional groupings, representative of cohesive provincial organiza-
* nirlrTT^cnrru, mi.cc tions, until this provincial cohesion is attacked from within as it
A PICKETT. SPECIAL RULES FOR _ u been
CHEMICAL AND ELECTRICAL lic. _ ' _ ,. c ,
ENGINEERS PLUS STANDARD . , S.,r GeorBe compares NFCUS to the Canadian Senate and 
MODELS wishes it were more like the Liberal Party organization. These

statements are best not commented upon.
“The matter of the withdrawal of Sir George Williams Univer

sity will be discussed at the national congress of NFCUS, to be held 
in Kingston from September 28th to October 3rd.
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Soviet Challenge
The final day, Thursday,

Sept. 7th, of the seminar was 
devoted to the various aspects 
of the Soviet challenge. Professor is not one we need seriously con- 
G. H. N. Seton-Watson, School sidcr. Nor is it between the 
of Slavic Studies, University of American and the Russian way

of life. What we must do in
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“The choice of ‘red or dead’,
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London, gave an introductory ad
dress on the topic then joined Canada is to help in the choice 
three other speakers in a panel °f intermediate solutions.” 
discussion on “The Political and 
Military Implications of the So- Soviet expansion must be met 
viet Challenge: The Problem of by the “existence of a centre of 
Atomic and Hydrogen Weapons, power equal to that of the USSR 
Armament and Disarmament.” to make the cost of going to war 

Lt.-Gen. Guy Simonds, form- unacceptable. This power must 
er Chief of the General Staff, be considered capable of using 
urged compulsory national mili- nuclear weapons.” 
tary service in all NATO 
countries in order to give con- moral burden, and we should be 
ventional weapons support to the grateful for this,” he said.
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NEVILLE HOUSE 
AFTER OCT. 1
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f Botany classics, fully-fashioned,
with perfectly-matching new Wevenit skirt— 
this Fall in many exciting new colours 
to add to your Kitten collection !
Cardigan, 34-42 .. . $9.98, pullover, 34-40 ... 
$7.98, skirt, 8-20 . . . $14.98.
At good shops everywhere I
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“As a du MAURIER smoker, I know what 
satisfaction means. It’s the feeling I get 
when I light up a du MAURIER and taste that 
choice Virginia tobacco. And the “Millecel” 
super filter is the finest yet developed.”
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It Is not a genuine Kitten.Without this label

a really milder high grade Virginia Cigarette•>
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